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=============================================================================== 
          ---------------------- 1. - Controls ----------------------           
=====================================0001====================================== 
                                                                                
 * D-Pad  - Moves Ninja 
 * A      - Attack 
 * B      - Jump 
 * X      - Bomb 
 * Y      - Attack 
 * L      - No Use 
 * R      - No Use 
 * Start  - Pause 
 * Select - No Use 
                                                                                
=============================================================================== 
          -------------------- 2. - Walkthrough ---------------------           
=====================================0002====================================== 
                                                                                
                             ====================                               
                             -------LEVEL1-------                               
                             ====================                               
                                                                                
------------------------------                                                  
Zone 1 - The Woods                                                              
------------------------------                                                  
                                                                                
Go to the right and pay attention to the boulder to the left. Move until it  
falls, then quickly run back to the left and jump onto the platform you started  



on. Now take your time moving to the right and avoid the falling rocks. Grab  
onto the swinging vine to avoid the spikes. To hold onto it, just hold up as  
you jump near it. Open the box in the middle and grab whatever comes out. Jump  
onto the next vine and over those spikes. Open these boxes and continue to the  
right. Now just jump over all of the obstacles in your way until you enter the  
next zone.
                                                                                
------------------------------ 
Zone 2 - The Hillside 
------------------------------ 
                                                                                
This zone is really easy. Just slide down the hill and hold the attack button  
the whole time. Just jump over the fire at the bottom and enter the next zone.  
                                                                                
------------------------------ 
Zone 3 - Training Ground 
------------------------------ 
                                                                                
Go to the left and open the sign. Now go to the right and knock out the ninja.  
Destroy the training dummy and climb the rope. Wait for the dart to come out of  
the object to the right and jump over it. Destroy it and swing across the vines  
to the right. Kill these enemies and jump across the next vine. Jump up onto  
the next platform and destroy that training dummy. Keep moving to the right and  
fall down the hole quickly. Watch the boulder roll by and jump back to where  
you were. Jump up onto the branch and jump to the right, destroy that dummy.  
Fall down as far as you could and go to the left. There will be a dummy on the  
higher platforms up here. Go a little further to the left and destroy the dart  
shooter. Kill the dummy behind it and fall down to the left. Avoid the boulder  
by quickly moving to the right once you reach the lowest platform. Climb the  
rope and get back to where the boulder was, destroy that dummy and jump to the  
left. IF you don't make the jump, just go back and climb the rope. Get as high  
up as you could get and move to the left. Fall down that hole and move to the  
left to kill another dummy. Now get to the very bottom right corner and destroy  
that dummy. Now climb the rope and move to the right. You will see the gate  
rise for you. Grab these items and exit this zone. 
                                                                                
------------------------------ 
Zone 4 - To The Cabin 
------------------------------ 
                                                                                
This is another straightforward level. Just keep moving to the right and avoid  
all of the obstacles before the boulder crushes you. You can't get behind the  
boulder so don't try. Just don't move too far to the right because you might  
run into something.  
                                                                                
                             ==================== 
                             -------LEVEL2------- 
                             ==================== 
                                                                                
------------------------------ 
Zone 1 - Mori's Cabin 
------------------------------ 
                                                                                
Quickly move to the right and stay close to the door. Attack the person that  
comes out and then hit the objects to the left. Climb the ladder and go to the  
left. Grab the item on the branch and go back down the ladder. Keep going to  
the right and grab the dagger on the other side of the bar. Continue to the  
right and attack everybody you see. Don't go under the enemies above you  
because they will drop pots on your head. Go up the next ladder and grab the  
backpack to the left. Go down again and continue to the right. Go all the way  



to the right and grab the item on the couch. Now go all the way to the left and  
go up the last ladder. Move to the right and jump onto the branches of the  
first tree that you see after the point of the roof that goes up and down. Grab  
the backpack on the left branch and continue moving to the right. Jump onto the  
trampoline and free the hostage. Now go down the ladder and fight the thug.  
Grab the key he drops and go down the ladder through the trap door. 
                                                                                
------------------------------ 
Zone 2 - Secret Cave 
------------------------------ 
                                                                                
Go to the right and attack anybody in the way. Near the end, watch for holes in  
the ground, because fire will burst out of them. Fall down one platform and  
then fall to the left. Move to the left and quickly destroy the dart shooter.  
Climb the ladder and grab the item. Climb back down and continue to the left.  
Skip the first rope. Move to the top left corner and then fall down the hole.  
Keep falling down and move to the right. This part's a bit tricky. Once one  
platform moves in, you'll have to jump to the next. It's all about timing. Jump  
across them and then grab onto the pole. Move across avoiding everything that  
falls, and pay attention for the hole in the ground because some fire will come  
out. Keep moving to the right avoiding all obstacles and fall down the hole at  
the end. Now move to the left and avoid all of the obstacles. There will be  
another part with moving blocks that will disappear. You will have to be even  
quicker for those because they will disappear faster. Keep following the path  
and watch for the holes in the ground. There will be a point with two holes  
right next to each other. You will have to stand in between them, it's hard to  
get perfectly in between them though. Keep moving to the right there and climb  
the ladders. Stop before the top of each and watch the boulder move. Just keep  
climbing to the top until you finish. 
                                                                                
                             ==================== 
                             -------LEVEL3------- 
                             ==================== 
                                                                                
------------------------------ 
Zone 1 - The Hospital 
------------------------------ 
                                                                                
To free the hostages, you have to hit them with your weapon. Move to the right  
and free the first hostage. Push the cart to the right and follow it. Run past  
the enemy it hits and push the next cart to the right. Follow it and keep  
moving to the right. Avoid the next enemy and watch out for moving carts. Hit  
them to stop them and go all the way to the right. You could hit the vending  
machine here for health if you need it. Go outside and up the ladder. Move to  
the left and climb up the second ladder you see. Move to the left and free the  
hostage. Now go all the way to the left and free the hostage at the end of this  
path. Now go all the way back to the right and go down all of the ladders. Go  
to the left and watch the lights on the ceiling. Any of the bigger lights, will  
drop, so be careful around those. Just avoid all of the enemies and destroy all  
of the carts until you reach the next hostage. Free him and go down the stairs.  
Go to the right and free the hostage when you see him. Get past all of the  
enemies and free the next hostage. Keep moving to the right until you reach a  
ladder, go down it and start going to the left. Free all of the hostages in  
your path and keep going until you reach the next zone. 
                                                                                
------------------------------ 
Zone 2 - Wooooaah Nuse Shubuya 
------------------------------ 
                                                                                
Now you will have to fight the nurse. Avoid her needle and the liquid that  



squirts out of the needle. You could go in and attack her, then avoid the  
needle. You could also try to jump on the book shelves. Wait for her to come  
close and jump kick her. Run past her and to the other book shelf. The second  
strategy is easier. Keep attacking her until she falls.  
                                                                                
                             ==================== 
                             -------LEVEL4------- 
                             ==================== 
                                                                                
------------------------------ 
Zone 1 - Japanese Gardens 
------------------------------ 
                                                                                
Go to the right and stay on the higher path. Keep moving and avoid all of the  
obstacles. You will reach an area of spikes. You will have to jump across the  
moving platforms to get over all of it. Just keep moving to the right until you  
enter the next zone. 
                                                                                
------------------------------ 
Zone 2 - Japanese Gardens 
------------------------------ 
                                                                                
Climb the first two trees to the very top. Start jumping from limb to limb to  
the right. Avoid the dragon and go into the tree. Now climb to the top of this  
area. Keep moving to the upper right corner, and go into that tree. Now climb  
up again and get to the top right corner to finish this zone. 
                                                                                
------------------------------ 
Zone 3 - Japanese Gardens 
------------------------------ 
                                                                                
First go up the ladder. Go to the right and free the bird. Now go all the way  
down to the bottom and free that bird to the left. Go to the right when you  
free it. Use the trampolines to get all the way to the top of this area and  
fall down the tree to the right. Now keep running to the right and free the  
bird when you see it. Go through the tree and get onto the higher platform. Now  
jump up all of these disappearing platforms. Jump into the hole in the tree to  
the left. Jump across the platforms and get all the way to the left tree. Climb  
the ladder there and start going to the right. Sneak under the dart shooter by  
crawling and keep moving. Free the bird just before the tree and fall into it.  
Kill the dragon and fall down the hole. Use the trampoline to free the bird and  
keep moving to the right. Land on all of the platforms and the last one will  
move you up. Jump up the disappearing platforms and start moving to the right.  
Start moving to the left and free the bird down there, keep climbing up the  
levels until you reach the top right. Fall down that tree and keep moving to  
the right. Climb the disappearing platforms to the right. Go up one further  
level and move all the way to the right to free the bird. Now get to the very  
top right corner and free that last bird. At the end where the last bird was,  
stop. Make as much of the bridge fall. Fall down and land on the platform on  
the right side. Fall down the tree and go to the right to finish the zone.  
                                                                                
------------------------------ 
Zone 4 - Konang Dojo 
------------------------------ 
                                                                                
Move to the right and avoid the enemies. Swing over all of the spikes by using  
the swinging ropes. The last set of spikes will have some platforms. Use those  
to get across. Climb the rope at the end and start moving to the left. Climb  
that rope and just keep moving until you reach the very top. You have to get to  
the top left corner of the dojo to beat this zone. 



                                                                                
------------------------------ 
Zone 5 - Uh Oh Sumo 
------------------------------ 
                                                                                
This boss is a bit difficult. You have to keep jump kicking him but don't stay  
close to him for too long or you will get hurt. Just keep attacking him until  
he falls. Jump as high as you can to avoid his attacks. The best thing to do is  
to jump kick him and he'll start attacking where you used to be. Now just kick  
him from behind and he'll turn around. Just keep jump kicking him like that  
until he falls.  
                                                                                
                             ==================== 
                             -------LEVEL5------- 
                             ==================== 
                                                                                
------------------------------ 
Zone 1 - Castle Osaka 
------------------------------ 
                                                                                
This level also has those holes in the ground that flames shoot from so pay  
attention. Start off by going to the right and hitting the gold stone on the  
head of the statue. Go back and up the ladder. Keep climbing up to get to the  
upper left corner. Hit the gold stone on that statue and fall down. Go to the  
right and walk behind the rocks. Get the gold stone there and go back. Get to  
the top using the trampolines. Now you have to jump over the buzzsaws but be  
careful because there's ice on the ground and you'll slide. Go to the right and  
slide down the hills. Go to the right at the bottom and into that small room.  
Get that gold stone and walk all the way to the left. When you get a chance, go  
to the right. Jump all of the gaps and sneak under each trap. Get the stone  
there and the health pickup too. Go back past the trap rock and fall down the  
first hole. There's a checkpoint to the left if you want to get it, if not,  
just go to the right. Keep moving to the right until you get another gold  
stone. Go back and return to the rope bridge. Jump up the platforms and reach  
the upper right corner of this area. There's a rope on the ceiling that you  
grab onto. Go to the right and climb the ladder. Climb up to the rope of this  
room and get to the top right. Keep going to the right until you finish this  
zone.
                                                                                
------------------------------ 
Zone 2 - Cave of Gold 
------------------------------ 
                                                                                
This is another boss battle. He usually just tries to hit you with his stick  
but he will also throw it at you. Be careful because it comes back to him and  
could still hurt you. He could also jump but that doesn't really effect you  
anyways. Avoid all of his attacks until he throws his staff. Quickly jump  
behind him and keep attacking him until he gets his staff back. Run away before  
he attacks. Keep doing that until he falls.  
                                                                                
------------------------------ 
Zone 3 - Escape 
------------------------------ 
                                                                                
This is another straightforward level. Just run to the right and avoid all of  
the obstacles. Don't get too far behind because you'll die if you get crushed  
by the rock. 
                                                                                
=============================================================================== 
          --------------------- 3. - Passwords ----------------------           



=====================================0003====================================== 
                                                                                
Password                                                                 Effect 
                                                                                
Rocky, Cult, TumTum, Mori Shintaro                                      Level 2 
Blonde hair guy, Dump guy, Glasses guy, Mori Shintaro                   Level 3 
Cult, Rocky, TumTum, Koga                                               Level 4 
Koga, Mori Shintaro, Cult, TumTum                                       Level 5 
                                                                                
=============================================================================== 
          --------------------- 4. - Disclaimer ---------------------           
=====================================0004====================================== 
                                                                                
This FAQ/Walkthrough is copyrighted ｩ 2005 to Frank Grochowski. International   
Copyright laws protect this FAQ/Walkthrough. You cannot sell this               
FAQ/Walkthrough for a profit of any kind. You cannot reproduce this             
FAQ/Walkthrough in any way with out my written consent. You are however allowed 
to download this FAQ/Walkthrough for personal use. You can also post it on your 
web site as long as you give me full credit, don't change it in any way, and it 
is free. The latest version will always be found at:                            
                                                                                
http://www.GameFAQs.com                                                         
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